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Abstract 
 Teaching of Anthropology in India began a hundred years ago with the establishment of the Department of Anthropology at 
Calcutta University in the year 1920 while in the NEastern region of India, it has been taught for more than seven decades. Apart from 
teaching, PhD research programmes have been carried out at different universities of the region. This paper is a preliminary analysis 
ofthe research works undertaken by thescholars of different Anthropology departments in establishing a tradition of anthropological 
research in North East India. 
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Introduction 

Teaching of Anthropology in the North East India has traversed seventy-three years since its inclusion in the Intermediate 
level at Cotton College-the premier seat of higher education in the region. Significantly, the initiative came from two persons, Sri 
Gopinath Bordoloi, the first Premiere (Chief Minister) of Assam and Prof K.P Chattopadhaya, noted Professor of Anthropology in the 
Calcutta University. Anthropology classes at Cotton College, then under University of Calcutta, began with till then. The very next 
year, in 1948 Gauhati University was established and teaching of Anthropology was gradually extended to successive higher 
educational levels and eventually to PhD by the mid-1960s. The unrelenting efforts of the teaching faculty at the Department of 
Gauhati University, in those days, paved the way for a remarkable tradition of anthropological research in North East India.  
 
Backdrop and review of literature 

The first scholar to receive PhD degree in Social and Cultural Anthropology from Gauhati University was Dhirendra Narayan 
Majumder in 1967i.e after almost two decades of its establishment. Meanwhile, Anthropology departments were opened in other 
newly established Universities of the region one after another.  Dibrugarh University in 1966; NEHU in 1981;Manipur University in 
1980, Rajiv Gandhi University in2012; and so on... Forty years ago,  Majumdar(1980) had traced the growth of ethnological studies in 
North Eastern India till late 1970s and had mentioned a few phases like  formative period covering “the second half of the nineteenth 
century  to the early decades of the present [20th] century”( Ibid: 137) the ‘period of academic expansion’  “with the establishment of  
department of Anthropology in the University of Calcutta in 1921” ( Ibid: 140) till 1960s when under the leadership of Dr. Elwin a 
team of anthropologists were engaged to study the cultures of the  different tribes of North East Frontier Agency or NEFA( now 
Arunachal Pradesh) who “did not hitherto come in direct contact with modern civilization”(Ibid:143 ).  These two phases were 
followed by the ‘modern’ period traced up to late 1970s concluded with a brief retrospect.  He also lamented that no attempt has yet 
been made to update the basic information about the ethnic groups (Ibid:145) and urged on the importance of “recording informations 
about hitherto unstudied groups” as these cultures are changing very rapidly and “may lose many ethnologically valuable aspects of 
their cultures”. (Ibid:145). Sarkar(2003) in a review article has depicted the contributions of The Anthropological Survey of India 
towards social anthropological research through different projects, works of different AnSI scholars on social organization, Tribe-
Caste and Tribe-Peasant Continuum,political anthropology; urban anthropology; social stratification, Himalayan Tribes; ethnic 
movements and People of India project (Ibid:  Pp 258-276). 

 
It is a well-known fact that Anthropology in North East India owes its origin to colonial studies undertaken by different 

scholars that included mainly colonial administrators and missionaries that was later followed by some other institutions 
(Majumdar1980; Sarkar:2004) including different Anthropology Departments in different Universities of the region. The role of these 
universities in creating a considerable number of students and researchers trained in anthropological fieldwork with theoretical 
insights can never be underestimated.  However, the array of research as part of university teaching and research has not been assessed 
till date.Significantly, almost all these research works, have been conducted by scholars in Anthropology Departments highlighting 
different facets of human experiences in the multi-ethnic milieu of the region from anthropological perspectives.  
 
Objectives and methods adopted  

As noted above, the focus of this exercise is not to trace the history of social and cultural anthropology in this region. The 
present paper, based mainly on the data portrayed in Shodhganga (Inflibnet), is an attempt at identifying the different strands of 
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research themes that have been taken up by the scholars in the Anthropology departments of the region, reflecting at the same time, 
their significant findings. 

 
 It may be mentioned that, only those research works that have been conducted from socio-cultural anthropological or related 
approaches are discussed here. Studies from purely biological and / or archaeological stand points are kept outside the purview of this 
paper.   In the first phase, universities of the region that have Anthropology departments were taken up and those are Gauhati 
University, Dibrugarh University, North Eastern Hill University, Manipur University and Rajiv Gandhi University. Later it was 
observed that some important research works, closely related to Anthropology (at times, either carried out/ or supervised by 
Anthropologists but conducted in different Departments like Folklore (Gauhati University), North East Studies (Gauhati University), 
Tribal Studies (Rajiv Gandhi University), Cultural Studies (TezpurUniversity), North East Studies (Don Bosco University), are also 
taken into account as far as possible. 
 
Limitations  

The obvious limit to this endeavor happens to be the fact that many Universities have not uploaded some of their early PhD 
theses on Shodhgangain such cases, library work was resorted to. At times, the scholars themselves provided their personal copies for 
this work. 

 
Findings 

The range of research topics that have been chosen by the scholars of the different universities of the region could be grouped 
into a few apparently distinct but overlapping broad areas as discussed below: 

 
Culture change and development: It has been observed that a large number of researchers were attracted by the issues relating socio-
cultural change and development among different communities of the region. Majumder (1967) in his pioneering work depicted the 
changes from shifting cultivation to plough cultivation and other occupations in two Garo villages of Meghalaya. This was followed 
by other researchers like Saikia (1969) who also portrayed the socio-economic changes that have occurred when the hill dwelling 
Dafla (now known as Nishis) of present-day Arunachal Pradesh, migrated from their hilly abode and settled in a village called Betgah 
in the foothills of Assam-Arunachal Pradesh.  Ratha’s (1972) study on caste as a form of acculturation was basically theoretical and 
done with an Indological perspective while others have continued the earlier trend of empirical research on socio-cultural change that 
include works of Sharma Thakur (1976) on Tai Phakes and Kar (1978) on socio economic life of Garos in transition. This legacy is 
carried out by the next generation of researchers... Such works include studies of  Singh(1985) among the Monsang;  Sarkar (1988) on  
traditions and change of the Oraons; Mutum (1989) on socio-demographic change among the Tarao of Manipur ; Gogoi (1995)on the 
process of  acculturation among the  Ahoms of Brahmaputra valley; Talukdar (1998) on cultural resistance to colonialism by the  
Khasis;  Dhar(1993)on  social change among the Monpa;Kikon (2002) on culture change among the LothaNagas;Nakhro (2002) on  
the patterns of  culture change among the AngamiNagas; Datta (2004) on trends of culture change among few population of 
Brahmaputra Valley; Borah (2015)on the changing culture among the Tiwas of Morigaon, Assam.While some studies focused on 
cultural continuity and change like Shougaijan (2009) in a MantakKakchinKom Village in Manipur; Gogoi (2010) among the 
Singphos; Talukdar (2014)  on  Noctes of Arunachal Pradesh while Ronghangpi (2018)  compared the society and culture of the 
Karbis living in the hills and plains of Assam .  Some scholars have focused on the  changing social relations and social systems 
including studies of  Saikia (2007) on the changing social system of the Karbis of Guwahati;Taidong, ( 2010) on the changing agrarian 
situation of the Longchangs; Megejee(2011) on changing  stratification among the Sherdukpens; Mawrie B L,(2013) on changing 
patriarchy in Khasi society;Tellis (2014) on social transformation among the Riang of Tripura; Chinir (2015) onsocial change among 
the Moyon tribe of Manipur while  Tellis ( 2014) worked on the social transformation of the Riang of Tripura. Studies on socio-
cultural adaptation include those made by Hari (2012) on adaptation of the Nepalis and Meitei whileDevi (2017) focused on rural 
poverty reduction in Manipur.Earlier,Sarkar (1990) had focused on Community Development followed by Sardar (1996) on The 
Koireng of Manipur and Catherine(2008) on cultural dimensions of Tribal Development of the Maosof Manipur and Varte (2010) 
studied the impact of development on the Hmars of Churachandpur District Manipur. These works have contributed tostudying culture 
change and development in different contexts. 
 
Economy and Occupation:Singh’s (1972) work is about the fishing economics of the a lake dwelling peasant community of Manipur 
called Thanga, studies on  economy and  occupational pattern gradually came  to attract PhD researchers in the universities of the 
region. A few years later, Kar (1978) had applied principles of economic anthropology to study the socio- economic life of Garos in 
transition, but it was almost eighteen years later, that the next work by Ahmed (1996) on ecology and Kaibartta economy received 
PhD followed by Das ( 1999) on  jhum Cultivation and the KarbisKhatun (2003) on occupational mobility among the Hiras in the 
environs of Barpeta Town; Walling(2004) on occupational mobility among the Aos in Mokokchung Town of Nagaland; Borah (2015) 
on continuity and changes in economy among the Kaibartas of  Lakhimpur district Assam; Kalita (2015)  on occupational change 
among  two scheduled castes (the Kaibartas and Banias) of Barpeta town  of Assam;  Gogoi (2017) on occupational pattern of rural 
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youths in Lakhimpur and Dhemaji districts of  Assam; Dorjee (2017) on transhumance pastoralism of  the Brokpas of Arunachal 
Pradesh.  
 
Social life:Studies on family, marriage and kinship lie at the core of social-cultural anthropology since its emergence as an academic 
discipline. At the universities of North East India, the first work  to receive PhD on the social life covering all these aspects was by 
Ali(1974) on  social relations among the Assamese Muslims in rural and urban situations which was soon followed by  Barua (1975) 
on Ahom social relations; Devi(1985) on family and kinship among the Karbi of  HamrenKarbiAnglong and Kamrup districts of 
Assam;  Mahanta (1988) on social network of the  Mataks;Singh(1988) on social interaction in scheduled caste village in  
Manipur;Medhi(1989) on the social relations among the rural Assamese Sikhs;   Bhattacharya (1990) on structure and individual in 
Assamese society covering family, kinship, caste and religion; Kharkrang, (1990) on  the impact of cross cultural marriages on the 
Khasi  family; Lyngdoh (1993) Inheritance of Property among the War Khasi of Meghalaya; Sarmah (1998)  on the  socio cultural life 
of the Tai Khamyang; Kangabam (2002) on the socio cultural life of the Gorkhas of Manipur; Thiyam, (2002) on  the kinship system 
of the Meitei; Mahanta (2004) on social life of the Assamese Muslims which was a case study of Mangaldai Subdivision in Darrang  
district of Assam. Very recently, Goswami (2016) dealt on Assamese Hindu family structure and kinship network in rural urban 
contexts in Kamrup district of Assam while  Nath (2017) focused on continuity and change in the marriage and family in the Meitei 
society  of Cachar district of Assam. 
 
Religion : Religious lives of different ethnic groups of the region have been another lively area that has been enriched bySaikia (1973) 
on the socio-ritual structure of a Dibongia village; Sangma (1984) on  traditional  Garo religion in its social matrix; Chaudhury (1987) 
on  the religion of the Tangsas of Arunachal Pradesh; Wanniang(1993) on the  Protestant ethics in the Khasi society; Chaudhury 
(1995) on the  Donyi-polo cult of Arunachal Pradesh which is a study in textualising tribal oral religion . Recent studies  
ofJacob(2014) on the religion of Rongdani Rabhas of Assam;Thaosen (2018) on the universe of religion among the Dimasas of Assam 
and Nagaland with special emphasis on the daikho system of worship; Yampi, Radhe ( 2018) on religious specialists of the Apatanis; 
st on religion .Thechanging aspects of religion have been studied by Sonowal (2009) on  changing religion  among the  Pati Rabhas; 
while Kashung ( 2012)  and Goswami (2019)  traced  the impactof Christianity on  the Tangkhuls of Ukhrul Town Manipur ,  and  
Hmars of  Dima Hasao district respectively.  On a comparative note, Panging (2013) focused on continuity and change in respect of 
Neo Vaishnavism and the Mishings of Majuli Island; Lepcha (2013) on the issue of religion culture and identity among the Lepchas of 
DzonguKalimpong and Ilam.  
 
Ethnographic accounts:Ethnographic account on different communities has been covered by Kar (1976) on the tribal life in tea 
plantations of Assam; Maitra (1987) on the Lisu, a little known ethnic group of Arunachal Pradesh; Das (1987) on the Bishnupuriya; 
and Das (1988) traced the history of the Wanchos,Mao (1990) describes the state of Manipur as a cultural region. Such ethnographic 
studies have also been made on the ThangalKoiral tribe by Chand (2002); and on the Kumar potters by Borgohain (2007). Similarly, 
Benjongtula (2007) studied the Longkhum village in Nagaland; 
 
Socio- economic Studies:A number of PhD dissertations dealt with the socio-economic lives of  different ethnic groups and village 
communities covering works byMahanta(1975) on  socio economic structure of a scheduled caste village called Monpur in Kamrup  
district of Assam;Biswas Das ( 2003) on social and economic life of BishnupuriyaManipuris in Cachar District of  Assam; 
Sarmah(2007) on socio- economic profile of Kaibarta;  Sarma(2007) on three Kaibarta villages in rural -urban contexts; Das (2007) on 
the  socio -economic study of the Marias of Assam with special reference to Kamrup and Nagaon Districts; Boro( 2008) on socio 
economic life of the Boros of Tangla Area of  Darrang District Assam; Shrestha(2009) on socio economic study of the Assamese 
Nepalees with particular reference to Sipajhar area; Mahan(2013) on silk industry in the socio economic life of the Tai Ahoms of 
Dhakuakhana  area of  Assam  and Chetia (2017) on  socio economic features of tea community in Sivasagar sub division of Assam.  
Significantly, all these studies have been conducted on different communities across Assam. 
 
Aspects of Culture :Various aspects of material and non-material cultures have been highlighted in the works ofDas (1975) on  
techno- typological study of basketry of Arunachal Pradesh; Das(1982) on  social dimension of Garo language; Barua (1997) on  Folk 
market: as  Trans Cultural Centers in a Tribal Belt of Western Assam; Chetia S (2000) The Assamese handloom and textile; 
BorangGindu(2004) on indigenous institutions of the Padams of Arunachal Pradesh; Kharhongor (2014) on  significance of Bamboo 
in Khasi culture; Sonowal (2014) on indigenous knowledge system among the Tai Khamyangs of Sivasagar District;Kitham (2017) on  
water and culture among the LothaNagas. Studies on performing art have been initiated by Roy (2014)   who worked on  folk dances 
of Bodo Kacharis and Rabhas of Goalpara District of Assam;Daimai (2016) on folk music and dance of the Liangmai tribe of Manipur 
and Nagaland; Rabha(2017) on continuity and change in  Rabha festivals ofGoalpara district of Assam ;Targwah (2017)  on rice 
culture and gender roles among the Tangkhuls of Ukhrul district Manipur; and Deka (2018) on changes in dress of the Assamese 
females of Gauhati city. Significant studies of Bareh (2007) on Khasi Proverbs- analyzing the ethnography of Speaking; 
Rohman(2008) on folk narrative and  social  reality of the Karbis of Assam;EliDoye(2011)A Study of Myths of the Galoschange and 
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continuity;Lanong (2012) on  traditional and modern Khasi Riddles;Modang(2015) on  folk narratives of the Apatanis of Arunachal 
Pradesh;  Lollen, Tunge(2017) on symbolism in tribal oral narratives; Dutta ( 2007) on tribal life and society in select novels of 
Lummer Dai and YesheDorjeeThongshi have ushered in a new direction to anthropological researches. It may be mentioned that there 
are variations in the themes under this heading. But these could not be treated separately as most of these themes, such as folk 
literature or folk market, have not set any trends as yet.  
 
Law, polity and ethnicity:An array of researches with their foci on law, polity, ethnicity and related areas could also be grouped 
together. These include studies made byGoswami (1976) on the Mizo unrest as an instance of  politicisation of culture; 
Kamkhenthang(1977) on the household council or Inndongta among the Paite of Manipur South District; Bandopadhyaya(1983) on  
leadership pattern in Mizo society; Kakati ( 1986) on crimes in social context  in NE India; Chutia (1986) ethnicity and stratification 
among the Chaudangs; Marak(1991) dispute resolution amongst the Garos of Garo Hills, Meghalaya; Phukan(1991) on  Nishi political 
organisation; Athparia  (1992) on  Karbi political  system; Vashum L.T( 1993) on experiences issues and perspectives on ethnicity in 
Manipur; Dowarah(1998) on  Assamese nationality and the Ahoms; Vitso (2001) on customary law and women among the 
ChakesangNagas; Baruah (2003) on  customary law of the Mishings; Helkhomang, Touthang (2008) on  ethnic fission among the 
Kukis of Manipur; Devi(2008) on the role of village  council in the management of  shifting cultivation in Nagaland; Borgohain(2008) 
on  social and  political  status of the Morans; Borpujari (2010) on customary laws among the Tiwas of Assam; Kapesa (2017)on the 
traditional political institutions and development  in a Mao Naga Village of Manipur;Wouters (2017) on state development and 
democracy in Nagaland; Hazarika(2009) the Mishing ethnic identity formation in Assam;Taye(2018) on traditional conflict resolution 
methods and their relevance today a study among the Boros of  Kokrajhar area of Assam. 
 
Women and gender:Anthropological interest on women and gender could be discerned from the studies made by Bhadra M (1983); 
Baruah (1991) on single women in Assamese Hindu society; Sonowal (1996) on gender relation among SonowalKachari; Barua(1999) 
on relative status of employed and non-employed  wives of Guwahati; Joseph (2002) on  status of women tea workers in Assam;Devi 
(2014) on status of   women among Bodos and Garo tribes  of Kamrup District, Assam;Women’s participation in socio-political 
movement and decision making has been touched upon by   Sen (1999) on women’s participation in Bodo Movement; Khatso (2004) 
on Khasi women and electoral politics; Jamir (2012) on  participation of Naga women in electoral politics in the Kohima Town of  
Nagaland; Khawzawl(2016) on women’s role in decision making at household level among the Hmars in Dima Hasao District of 
Assam; Bimla (2016) on the role of voluntary organisations  in women’s welfare in Kohima District.Another area of interest happens 
to be on reproductive health of women from the perspective of social-cultural anthropology as observed in the studies by 
GogoiKonwar (2001) on  Ahom women; Devi( 2011) among Meitei women of Phaknung village Manipur;  Sarma (2014) on 
reproductive health seeking behaviour of the BoroKachari women in North Guwahati  of Assam; Nath (2014) on reproductive health 
status of the Karbi women in Guwahati. Baishya(2018),on the other hand,had focused on  menstruation and menstrual hygiene among 
women in the unorganized sector of Guwahati city . A few researchers who had  completed their PhD researches on the economic role 
of women include studies of Begum (2010) on role of women  in Endi silk production in Assam;Bhuyan (2015) on workload  
assessment of  tribal farm women among the Bodos of Lower Assam;Sahu (2015) on gender performance among the Kaibarta 
community from Upper Assam; Longchar (2016) on women entrepreneurship  among the Aos in Dimapur; Chutia,  (2017) on the role 
of self-help groups amongst rural women. 
 
Psychological anthropology:Psychological Anthropology as an area of research in North East India shows limited work in the area 
but first such work was done by Sinha (1987) on musicians of a sacred city a comparative study of the personality of musicians across 
generations. His work on personality study paved the way for later anthropologists to work on areas similar to it although it took 
decades of gap in between when Sing (2011) conducted his work on Anxiety disorder among the Manipuri  followed by Singh (2014) 
on the personality profile of the Meitei of Manipur and Sharma (2012) Home environment and personality assessment socialized 
adolescent in Papum pare district of Arunachal Pradesh. 
 
Urban studies:Social change due to some processes like urbanization and migration have attracted a number of scholars of the region, 
but it may be observed that there are more studies in urban centres (mostly in Guwahati, Shillong and Barpeta) or in urban fringe, 
compared to studies on the process of urbanisation or growth of urban centres  per se.  In case of the former, the studies have taken 
some up town and city as the locale of their particular topic of interest or have compared with rural situations.  Back in 1976 Lahkar 
studied the tribes in the urban fringe area of Guwahati and after a long gap, Hazarika Kakati (1990) worked on urbanisation and social 
change in Assamese culture with special reference to Guwahati.  Medhi (1999) conducted work among the retired service holders of 
Guwahati. Sarmah(2007) made a socio-cultural study on Rural Assamese Migrants in petty salaried jobs in Guwahati Assam. 
Thokchom (2010) carried out her research work on social dynamics of migration among the Poumai of Manipur. 
 
Heritage:Trend of heritage studies mostly covered some of the important Neo-Vaisnavite monasteries or satras, was initiated by 
Baruah (1992) on the sacred complex of BarpetaSatra which influenced others to take up studies on different satra institutions located 
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in the great river island Majuli. These include studies by Zaman(2009) on  study on the mask tradition of NatunChamaguriSatra 
followed by Sarma (2013); Goswami 2015; Das (2015); Chaudhury (2018) on Uttar KamalabariSatra, AuniatiSattra,SudaridiaSatra 
and DakhinpatSattra respectively. A little away from the works on the Satra institutions, Roy (2014) highlighted the heritage of 
folkdances whileNancy(2017) described the socio -cultural heritage of  Kukis in Assam. 
 
Social issues:Anthropological interest on different social issues and problems could be seen in the works of Arunkumar(1992) and 
Singh (1993) who simultaneously focused on crimes in Manipur-;Jajo (2015)’s work focused on  HIV AIDS related stigma and 
discrimination among the Tangkhuls of Manipur . In Guwahati, such studies were done by  Zaman(2009)on the disabled; Chaudhury 
(2016) on the orphans; Sharma (2017) on  the alcoholics and Devi (2017) on the persons with intellectual disability.Some issues of 
Arunachal Pradesh were highlighted by Tailyang (2018) on  the  problems of HIV AIDS among the youth of Arunachal 
PradeshwhileMeneTarun(2011)focused on the suicide among the Idu Mishmi tribe of Arunachal Pradesh. Educational problems of tea 
labourers have also been taken up by Duta (2003). Relations between youth, occupation and education among the Tiwa have been 
studied by Das (2008) and Shimray(2016) took up the issue of tobacco consumption among the Tangkhul Youths. Family planning 
issues also got attention in the works of later anthropologists likeDeoriKamali(2018)among the Deoris and the Misings of Lakhimpur 
districtandGogoi (2013) in  a multi-ethnic setting in Goalpara District, Assam. Devi (2017) studied the problems and empowerment of 
persons with intellectual disability; while Devi (2019) worked on stigma and discrimination and persons with disability in the Meitei 
society. 
 
Child rearing:Child rearing practices along with childcare and development made its own place in the list of anthropologicalareas. 
Child rearing practices among the Khasis of Meghalaya, Deoris, Garos and Karbis of Assam, and Moirangs were done by Das (1995); 
Regan (2003) and Thongam(2010) respectively. Studies on childcare and development were done by Bora (2002); Saikia (2003); and 
Dutta (2016) in different parts of Assam. Dey(2018) studied the child rearing among the TengapaniaDeoris of Assam; Baishya (2020) 
focused on the role of enculturation on academic performance of the girl students of secondary stage among the Pati Rabha. 
 
Food culture:Studies on food culture started with the work of Majumdar(1995) among the Tangsas of Arunachal Pradesh. Two years 
later, Bhattacharyya(1997) focused upon the street food vending in Guwahati city while a significant work on food and identity was 
contributed by Marak(2010)  among the Garos of Assam and Bangladesh  followed by Rongmei (2014) and Goswami (2015) among 
the Kabuis of Manipur and Karbis of Kamrup District Assam  respectively . The latter study also stressed on the nutritional status and 
gender perspective. 
 
Health and ethno-medicine:PhD researches on health and allied area of ethno-medical practices have been conducted on many 
communities across the region covering rural, urban, tribal and non-tribal segments from the standpoint of social and cultural 
anthropological perspective. Barua(1997) compared health-care practices among tribal and caste population living in fringe area of 
Guwahati City while Roy (1998) focused on Socio- cultural and environmental dimensions of tribal health among the DimasaKacharis 
and the Zemi Nagas of North Cachar Hills District of Assam. Singh;s (1998)work on ethnomedical profile of the Hos was a study in 
witchcraft.  These were followed by researches of  Singh (2000) on  Mising health culture; Barua(2001) on alternative medicine 
among the urban Assamese as a  study of medical systems as a dimension of the social cultural system; Dutta (2003) on health culture 
of the  Oraon Tea Labourer; Paul(2003) on disease and treatment among the Tagins of Arunachal Pradesh; Lalmuanpuii( 2014) on 
ethnomedical beliefs and practices among the Mizos; Das(2007) on ethno-medicine among the Karbis of Assam with particular 
reference to disease and treatment of women; Baruah (2008) on socio-cultural life and healthcare of AoNagas; Hasan (2008) on  
ethnomedicine among the Garos of North East India; Baishya ( 2009) on traditional healthcare practices of the Monpas of Tawang, 
Arunachal Pradesh; Thuanchuiliu (2011) on lived experiences of women living with AIDS: cross cultural study; Syngkon H.2013; 
Lungleng (2015) onethnomedical practices among the Tangkhul Naga of Manipur. 
 
Environment, disaster and border:There have also been studies with reference to issues like the environment covering natural 
resource and disaster management, and border from anthropological stand point. These include researches ofDkhar(2009) on natural 
resource management in two villages of Meghalaya; Doley (2016) on impact of flood on the Misings of Dhemaji district Assam. In 
Arunachal Pradesh, Lollen  (2012) worked on utilization and conservation of natural resources in mountain habitat focusing  on 
livelihood pattern and indigenous knowledge system of the Memba and Tayeng (2018)Living on the Edge: An Anthropological Study 
of the Mishing Community of Arunachal-Assam Borders;  BasarJumyir(2011)studied the indigenous knowledge system of Galo. 
 
Informal sector: Research attention on informal sector in North-East India started with the work of Deka (2014) among the slum 
inhabitants of Guwahati City. Medhi (2016) shared similar interest in her work on education among the youths of urban slums of 
Guwahati. Upadhyay (2016) conducted his work on the Nepalese migrant workers in the coal mines of Jaintia Hills Meghalaya 
highlighting their risk remittance and return to Nepal. 
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Conclusion:In conclusion, it may be stated that in the last seven decades, socio-cultural anthropological research by scholars in the 
North Eastern universities have shown a steady trend of development covering diverse issues and concerns of the people of this region 
living in different ecological niches -hills, foothills and valleysand flanked by international boundaries on all sides. The broad areas 
often overlap and there are areas where lots of work yetto be done with sound theoretical grounding.  There appears to be an urgent 
need to have a standard data-base on all the different communities who are extremely diverse in terms of ecology, socio-cultural 
patterns and ethno-linguistic heritages in a changing milieu. 
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